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The Netherlands: The representativeness of trade unions and
 employer associations in the food and drink sector

The rationalisation of production and the export of production have had a significant effect on
 industrial relations in the Netherlands food and drink sector. In collective bargaining both at multi-
employer and at company level, the role of the social partners is evident. Among employees the
 organisational density of 25% is around the national average. Employees are represented through
 unions of the three main national organisations FNV, CNV and De Unie. The employer organisation
 FNLI organises around 80% of the sector’s employers. The FNLI concerns itself primarily and with
 success (also at European level) with the commercial interests of the sector, its employers and their
 organisations. However, employers are much harder to organise around collective bargaining issues.
 Employers are organised in many different associations, organisations which sign the collective
 agreements. Both consultation between the social partners and the authorities and bipartite social
 partner initiatives are common.

Sectoral properties

Economic background

So far, the economic downturn has had no significant effect on the food and drink sector or the
 industrial relations in the sector. The rationalisation of production and the export of production
 remain the significant factors. For example, the number of slaughterhouses has been drastically
 reduced.

The role of the social partners is evident in collective bargaining, at multi-employer and at company
 level. Organisation density is at average among employers and among employee representatives.
 Both consultation by the authorities and bipartite initiatives are common.

Table 1: Development of sectoral employment and companies

 2000 2010

Number of companies in the
 sector 10,125 4,340

Source of company data CBS/Statline CBS/Statline

Aggregate employment   

Male employment   

Female employment   

Share of sectoral
 employment as % of total

 employment in the economy
  

Source of employment
 figures   

Aggregate employees 140,000 122.400 (2009)

Male employees 94,600 80,200

Female employees 45,400 42,200

Share of sectoral employees
 as % of total employees in 2% 1.5%
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 the economy

Source of employee figures CBS/Statline CBS/Statline

2. The sector’s trade unions and employer associations

2a Overview of the Industrial relations landscape in the sector

–

2b Data on the trade unions

Table 2: Union fact sheet: FNV (Dutch Trade Union Federation; Federatie Nederlandse
 Vakbeweging)

The union’s domain
According to your organisation's domain,
 do you potentially cover within the Food

 and Drink sector all types of the following
 subactivities….?

 

1. Manufacture of food products. Yes

2. Manufacture of beverages. Yes

According to your organisation's domain,
 do you potentially cover within the Food

 and Drink sector all of the following types
 of employees: Blue-collar workers and

 white-collar workers.

Yes

According to your organisation's domain,
 do you potentially cover within the Food
 and Drink sector all forms of enterprises
 (for instance: public ownership, private

 ownership, multinationals, domestic
 companies .…) (of course, only insofar as

 they exist in the sector?)

Yes

According to your organisation's domain,
 can you potentially cover within the Food

 and Drink sector all size classes of
 enterprises?

Yes

According to your organisation's domain,
 can you potentially cover all occupations

 within the Food and Drink sector?
Yes

According to your organisation's domain,
 can you potentially cover the Food and

 Drink sector in all regions?
Yes

According to your organisation's domain,
 can you potentially cover employees with

 other than standard employment
 contracts within the Food and Drink
 sector? For instance, Self-employed,

 temporary agency workers, fixed-term
 contracts, freelancers….?

Yes

According to its domain, does the union
 potentially cover employees outside the

 Food and Drink sector?
Yes

General information on the union

Is the union engaged in sector-related
 collective bargaining? Yes

If yes, what form of collective bargaining?
Single-employer bargaining

Multi-employer bargaining

How many employees are covered by the
 sector related collective agreements you
 sign within the Food and Drink sector?
 (including those covered via extension

 mechanisms).

Unknown
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Type of membership Voluntary

Is the union consulted by the authorities
 on sector-related matters? Yes

How is this consultation carried out? Within established tripartite structures and unilaterally

How often do sector related consultations
 occur? On an ad-hoc basis but at least once a year

Members

How many active members in employment
 does the union have in total (i.e. in the

 Food and Drink sector and beyond)?
About 475,000 in 2011

How many active members in employment
 does the union have in the Food and Drink

 sector?
Unknown

Please indicate/ estimate whether the
 union’s density in terms of members

 within the Food and Drink sector is higher
 than/ lower than/ (nearly) equal to its

 overall density. Please provide sources, if
 possible.

Information not obtained

Affiliations

To which international organisations is the
 union affiliated? EFFAT and IUF

To which European-level organisations is
 the union affiliated? EFFAT

To which national-level organisations is
 the union affiliated? FNV

Source of information

Phone, email

Website: www.fnvbondgenoten.nl

EIRO national correspondent: Marianne Grünell

Table 3: Union fact sheet: CNV Vakmensen (Christian National Central Union Craftsmen; Chirstelijk
 Nationaal Verbond Vakmensen)

The union’s domain
According to your organisation's domain,
 do you potentially cover within the Food

 and Drink sector all types of the following
 subactivities….?

 

1. Manufacture of food products. Yes

2. Manufacture of beverages. Yes

According to your organisation's domain,
 do you potentially cover within the Food

 and Drink sector all of the following types
 of employees: Blue-collar workers and

 white-collar workers.

Yes

According to your organisation's domain,
 do you potentially cover within the Food
 and Drink sector all forms of enterprises
 (for instance: public ownership, private

 ownership, multinationals, domestic
 companies .…) (of course, only insofar as

 they exist in the sector?)

Yes

According to your organisation's domain,
 can you potentially cover within the Food

 and Drink sector all size classes of
 enterprises?

Yes

According to your organisation's domain,
 can you potentially cover all occupations Yes

http://www.fnvbondgenoten.nl/
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 within the Food and Drink sector?
According to your organisation's domain,
 can you potentially cover the Food and

 Drink sector in all regions?
Yes

According to your organisation's domain,
 can you potentially cover employees with

 other than standard employment
 contracts within the Food and Drink
 sector? For instance, Self-employed,

 temporary agency workers, fixed-term
 contracts, freelancers….?

Yes

According to its domain, does the union
 potentially cover employees outside the

 Food and Drink sector?
Yes

General information on the union

Is the union engaged in sector-related
 collective bargaining? Yes

If yes, what form of collective bargaining?
Single-employer bargaining

Multi-employer bargaining

How many employees are covered by the
 sector related collective agreements you
 sign within the Food and Drink sector?
 (including those covered via extension

 mechanisms).

Unknown

Type of membership Voluntary

Is the union consulted by the authorities
 on sector-related matters? Yes

How is this consultation carried out? Within established tripartite structures and unilaterally

How often do sector-related consultations
 occur? On an ad-hoc basis (but at least once a year)

Members

How many active members in employment
 does the union have in total (i.e. in the

 Food and Drink sector and beyond)?
135,000 in 2011

How many active members in employment
 does the union have in the Food and Drink

 sector?
10,000 (5%)

Please indicate/ estimate whether the
 union’s density in terms of members

 within the Food and Drink sector is higher
 than/ lower than/ (nearly) equal to its

 overall density. Please provide sources, if
 possible.

(Nearly) equal to overall density

Affiliations

To which international organisations is the
 union affiliated? EFFAT

To which European-level organisations is
 the union affiliated? EFFAT

To which national-level organisations is
 the union affiliated? CNV

Source of information
Phone, email

EIRO national correspondent: Marianne Grunell

Table 4: Union fact sheet: De Unie/MHP (The Union)
The union’s domain

According to your organisation's domain,
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 do you potentially cover within the Food
 and Drink sector all types of the following

 subactivities….?

 

1. Manufacture of food products. Yes

2. Manufacture of beverages. Yes

According to your organisation's domain,
 do you potentially cover within the Food

 and Drink sector all of the following types
 of employees: Blue-collar workers and

 white-collar workers.

Yes, in principle De Unie is open to all employees in the
 commercial sector; in fact it is the union for middle and higher
 staff (MHP: Middle and Higher Personnel)

According to your organisation's domain,
 do you potentially cover within the Food
 and Drink sector all forms of enterprises
 (for instance: public ownership, private

 ownership, multinationals, domestic
 companies .…) (of course, only insofar as

 they exist in the sector?)

Yes

According to your organisation's domain,
 can you potentially cover within the Food

 and Drink sector all size classes of
 enterprises?

Yes

According to your organisation's domain,
 can you potentially cover all occupations

 within the Food and Drink sector?
No: middle and higher personnel

According to your organisation's domain,
 can you potentially cover the Food and

 Drink sector in all regions?
Yes

According to your organisation's domain,
 can you potentially cover employees with

 other than standard employment
 contracts within the Food and Drink
 sector? For instance, Self-employed,

 temporary agency workers, fixed-term
 contracts, freelancers….?

No, the core are employees with standard employment contracts.

According to its domain, does the union
 potentially cover employees outside the

 Food and Drink sector?
Yes

General information on the union

Is the union engaged in sector-related
 collective bargaining? Yes

If yes, what form of collective bargaining?
Single-employer bargaining

Multi-employer bargaining

How many employees are covered by the
 sector-related collective agreements you
 sign within the Food and Drink sector?
 (including those covered via extension

 mechanisms).

Unknown

Type of membership Voluntary

Is the union consulted by the authorities
 on sector-related matters? Yes

How is this consultation carried out? Within established tripartite structures and unilaterally

How often do sector-related consultations
 occur? On an ad-hoc basis but at least once a year

Members

How many active members in employment
 does the union have in total (i.e. in the

 Food and Drink sector and beyond)?
125,000 in 2011
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How many active members in employment
 does the union have in the Food and Drink

 sector?
265

Please indicate/ estimate whether the
 union’s density in terms of members

 within the Food and Drink sector is higher
 than/ lower than/ (nearly) equal to its

 overall density. Please provide sources, if
 possible.

Info not obtained

Affiliations

To which international organisations is the
 union affiliated?  

To which European-level organisations is
 the union affiliated? EFFAT

To which national-level organisations is
 the union affiliated? MHP

Source of information

Phone, email

Website: http://www.unie.nl/

EIRO national correspondent: Marianne Grünell

2c Data on the employer associations

Table 5: Employer association fact sheet: FNLI (Federation of Dutch Grocery Industry; Federatie
 Nederlandse Levensmiddelen Industrie)

The organisation’s domain

According to your organisation's domain,
 do you potentially cover within the Food
 and Drink sector companies pursuing all
 types of the following subactivities….?

.

1. Manufacture of food products. Yes

2. Manufacture of beverages. Yes

According to your organisation's domain,
 do you potentially cover within the Food

 and Drink sector all (legal) forms of
 enterprises (for instance: public
 ownership, private ownership,

 multinationals, domestic companies.…)
 (of course, only insofar as they exist in

 the sector?)

Yes

According to your organisation's domain,
 do you potentially cover within the Food

 and Drink sector all size classes of
 enterprises?

Yes

According to your organisation's domain,
 do you potentially cover companies in the

 Food and Drink sector in all regions?
Yes

According to its domain, does the
 employer organisation potentially cover
 companies outside the Food and Drink

 sector?

Yes. Non-food members represent 5% of the total membership.

General information on the organisation

Is the employer organisation engaged in
 sector-related collective bargaining?

No; the FNLI members are engaged in collective bargaining.

 

How many companies are covered by the
 collective agreements you sign within the
 Food and Drink sector? (including those

 through extension mechanisms).

The FNLI is not a party in collective bargaining; employer
 organisations that are parties to collective bargaining are the
 members of FNLI. The 450 members cover 75% of the sector.
 This corresponds to about 400 companies in the sector.

http://www.unie.nl/
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How many employees are covered by the
 sector related collective agreements you
 sign within the Food and Drink sector?
 (including those covered via extension

 mechanisms).

7,500

Type of membership Voluntary

Is the employer organisation consulted by
 the authorities on sector-related matters?

No. The members/employer organisations of FNLI are; these
 members are member of VNO-NCW and AWVN.

How is this consultation carried out? Within established bipartite structures (commodity boards) and
 unilaterally

How often do sector related consultations
 occur?

On an ad-hoc basis but at least once a year

In commodity boards consultation takes place in a bipartite
 structure.

Members
How many member companies does the

 organisation have in total (i.e. in the Food
 and Drink sector and beyond)?

450

How many employees work in these
 member companies in total (i.e. in the
 Food and Drink sector and beyond)?

7,500 employees

How many members companies does the
 organisation have in the Food and Drink

 sector?
400

How many employees work in these
 member companies in the Food and Drink

 sector?
7,500

Please indicate/ estimate whether the
 employer organisation’s density in terms
 of companies within the Food and Drink

 sector is higher than/ lower than/
 (nearly) equal to its overall density.
 Please provide sources, if possible.

(Nearly) equal to overall density

Please indicate/ estimate whether the
 employer organisation’s density in terms

 of employees employed by member
 companies within the Food and Drink

 sector is higher than/ lower than/
 (nearly) equal to its overall density.
 Please provide sources, if possible.

.

(Nearly) equal to overall density

Affiliations

To which international organisations is the
 organisation affiliated? -

To which European-level organisations is
 the organisation affiliated? FoodDrinkEurope

To which national-level organisations is
 the organisation affiliated? VNO-NCW

Source of information
Interview

EIRO national correspondent: Marianne Grunell

3. Inter-associational relationships

3a Inter-union relationships

3a.1 Please list all trade unions covered by this study whose domains overlap with each
 other.

FNV Bondgenoten, CNV Vakmensen and De Unie.

3a.2 Do rivalries and competition exist among the trade unions, concerning the right to
 conclude collective agreements and to be consulted in public policy formulation and
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 implementation?

No.

3a.3 If yes, are certain trade unions excluded from these rights?

3b Inter-employer association relationships

3b.1 Please list all employer associations covered by this study whose domains overlap
 with each other.

FNLI is the only existing organisation which unites the sub-sectoral employer organisations. Although
 the sub-sectoral employer organisations (and companies) negotiate and sign the collective
 agreements, they perceive the association FNLI as their representative at national and European
 level.

3b.2 Do rivalries and competition exist among the employer associations, concerning the
 right to conclude collective agreements and to be consulted in public policy formulation
 and implementation?

n.a.

3b.3 If yes, are certain employer associations excluded from these rights?

n.a.

3b.4 Are there large companies or employer associations which refuse to recognise the
 trade unions and refuse to enter collective bargaining?

No

4. The system of collective bargaining

4.1. Estimate the sector’s rate of collective bargaining coverage (i.e. the ratio of the
 number of employees covered by any kind of collective agreement to the total
 number of employees in the sector).

The sector’s rate of collective bargaining is around 90%, covering 110,00 employees. An estimate is
 that around 160 collective agreements cover the sector, either by company agreements or multi-
employer agreements.

4.2. Estimate the relative importance of multi-employer agreements and of single-
employer agreements as a percentage of the total number of employees covered.
 (Multi-employer bargaining is defined as being conducted by an employer
 association on behalf of the employer side. In the case of single-employer
 bargaining, it is the company or its subunit(s) which is the party to the agreement.
 This includes the cases where two or more companies jointly negotiate an
 agreement.)

It is necessary to distinguish between the different subsectors: dairy products, food, meat, fish and
 drinks. The estimates by the CNV respondent are:

in the dairy subsector 90% of the employees are covered by a sectoral collective agreement;
 10% are covered by a company agreement;
in the food subsector 60% are covered by a company agreement; 10% by a sectoral
 agreement and 30% of the employees have no collective agreement.
in the meat subsector 95% of employees are covered by a sector agreement.
in the fish subsector 50% of employees have a sectoral agreement, 50% of employees have no
 agreement.
In the Drinks subsector 30% of the employees are covered by a sectoral agreement, 50% by a
 company agreement and
20% have no agreement.

4.2.1. Is there a practice of extending multi-employer agreements to employers who are
 not affiliated to the signatory employer associations?

The practice of extending multi-employer agreements differs per subsector. In dairies and meat this
 practice is widespread; in food and drinks it is exceptional.

4.2.2. If there is a practice of extending collective agreements, is this practice pervasive or
 rather limited and exceptional?
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See 4.2.1

4.3. List all sector-related multi-employer wage agreements* valid in 2011 (or most
 recent data), including for each agreement information on the signatory parties
 and the purview of the agreement in terms of branches, types of employees and
 territory covered.

* Only wage agreements which are (re)negotiated on a reiterated basis.

Table 6: Sector-related multi -employer wage agreements

Bargaining parties Purview of the sector-related multi-employer wage agreements

 Sectoral Type of employees Territorial Number of employees
 covered

Employer org.
 Dutch Dairy
 Association,
 (NZO);

Unions: FNV
 Bondgenoten, CNV
 Vakmensen, De
 Unie

yes all* (except a few above
 CB-level managers)

no 5.600

Employer org.
 Association for
 Bakeries and

 Sweet
 industry;

 Unions: FNV
 Bondgenoten,

 CNV
 Vakmensen,

 De Unie

yes all* no 7.800

Employer org.
 Central
 Organisation for
 the Meat sector;

Unions: FNV
 Bondgenoten, CNV
 Vakmensen, De
 Unie

yes all* no 6000

Employer org.
 Association of the
 Dutch Vegetable
 and Fruit
 processing
 Industry;

Unions: FNV
 Bondgenoten, CNV
 Vakmensen, De
 Unie

yes all* no 2800

4.4. List the sector’s four most important collective agreements (single-employer or
 multi-employer agreements) valid in 2011 (or most recent data), including for each
 agreement information on the signatory parties and the purview of the agreement
 in terms of branches, types of employees and territory covered. Importance is
 measured in terms of employees covered.

See Table 6.

5. Formulation and implementation of sector-specific public policies

5.1. Are the sector’s employer associations and trade unions usually consulted by
 the authorities in sector-specific matters? If yes, which associations?

Yes, the employer and employee organisations mentioned above are usually consulted by the
 authorities unilaterally and via the bipartite commodity boards; bipartite consultation and initiatives
 are common and accepted by the authorities.

5.2. Do tripartite bodies dealing with sector-specific issues exist? If yes, please
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 indicate their domain of activity (for instance, health and safety, equal
 opportunities, labour market, social security and pensions etc.), their origin
 (agreement/statutory) and the interest organisations having representatives in
 them:

Sector-specific public policies*

Name of the body and
 scope of activity

Bipartite/tripartite Origin:
 agreement/statutory

Trade unions having
 representatives (reps)

Employer associations
 having reps.

     

     

* Sector-specific policies specifically target and affect the sector under consideration.

6. Statutory regulations of representativeness

6a Statutory regulations of representativeness for trade unions

6a.1 In the case of the trade unions, do statutory regulations exist which establish criteria
 of representativeness which a union must meet, so as to be entitled to conclude collective
 agreements? If yes, please briefly illustrate these rules and list the organisations which
 meet them.

There are no statutory regulations with regard to representativeness.

6a.2 In the case of the trade unions, do statutory regulations exist which establish criteria
 of representativeness which a union must meet, so as to be entitled to be consulted in
 matters of public policy and to participate in tripartite bodies? If yes, please briefly
 illustrate these rules and list the organisations which meet them.

There are rules on representativeness with regard to participation in the tripartite Social and
 Economic Council (Sociaal Economische Raad, SER) and in the bipartite Labour Foundation
 (Stichting van de Arbeid, STAR). As a result, in these bodies three union federations are
 represented: Federations of Dutch Trade Unions (Federatie Nederlandse Vakbeweging, FNV),
 Christian Trade Union Federation (Christelijk Nationaal Vakverbond, CNV) and MHP, the national
 union federation for middle and higher personnel.

6a.3 Are elections for a certain representational body (e.g. works councils) established as
 criteria for trade union representativeness? If yes, please report the most recent electoral
 outcome for the sector.

No.

6b Statutory regulations of representativeness for employer organizations6.4. Same
 question for employer associations as 6.1.

There are no statutory regulations with regard to representativeness.

6.5. Same question for employer associations as 6.2.

There are rules on representativeness with regard to participation in the tripartite Social and
 Economic Council (Sociaal-Economische Raad, SER) and in the bipartite Labour Foundation
 (Stichting van de Arbeid, STAR). As a result, in these bodies three employer associations are
 represented: VNO-NCW, MKB-Nederland, the employer association for SMEs and LTO-Nederland, the
 organisation for the agricultural sector.

6.6. Are elections for a certain representational body established as criteria for the
 representativeness of employer associations? If yes, please report the most recent
 outcome for the sector.

No.

7. Commentary

The food and drink sector covers very diverse subsectors; the production of meat differs immensely
 from the production of beer. This is reflected in the organisation of employers in the sector and in
 the process and significance of collective bargaining, either at company- or multi-employer level. In
 these negotiations the role of the social partners is evident. Employees are represented through
 unions of the three main national organisations FNV, CNV and De Unie. Together they reach an
 organisational density of 25%, the national average. Employers are organised in many different
 associations, organisations which sign the collective agreements. Employers are much harder to
 organise around collective bargaining issues. The employer organisation FNLI however organises
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 around 80% of the sector’s employers. The FNLI concerns itself primarily and with success (also at
 European level) with the commercial interests of the sector, its employers and their organisations.
 Consultation between the social partners and the authorities is common and bipartite social partner
 initiatives regularly take place in the Commodity Boards. There are no jurisdictional disputes and
 recognition problems in the sector.

Marianne Grünell, University of Amsterdam, AIAS/HSI
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